IT’S TIME! THE NSW LATE MODEL TITLE
IS HERE AT LEETON
This Saturday night (December 18) the ‘Kurrajong Shell Service Station’ NSW Late
Model Sedan title rocks Brobenah Speedway at Leeton with support from GOSA
Sedans, Production Sedans, AMCA Nationals and ASCF Junior Sedans in a race
meeting that is expected to attract a large crowd from Leeton and surrounding
districts.
The event, along with the title for the visiting Late Models from the eastern states, is
also a springboard for the Production Sedans as they build towards their National
Championship at Leeton in April 2011, with spectators in for a real treat at the
Speedway.
Entries for the Late Models are now at 17 cars and include competitors from South
Australia, Queensland, and possibly Victoria, along with the NSW drivers. Scott
McPherson, Nathan Disney, Barry Kelleher, Ross Nicastri, Neil Wallace and Daryl
Grimson, all from NSW, are tipped to be contenders.
Late Model entrant Ross Nicastri from Goulburn, who has previously been an
Australian Champion in Grand Nationals twice, is excited about this weekend’s
racing. “We are all excited about coming and letting loose our 800+ hp race cars on
a track the size of Brobenah. It will be like nothing else we have experienced thus far
in Late Model racing. The fans will see some very tough competitors on track and we
welcome them to come down to see our race cars after the meeting for photo
opportunities.”
In Production Sedans local club members include Sean Harper, Bruce Robb, Rod
Anderson, Peter Schmetzer, Mark Whyte, Gary Dowdy, Charlie Ball, Jacob Mills,
Andrew Cunningham, Robert Bailey and Wayne Bourke whilst visiting drivers and
former champions Stephen Laidlaw, Brenton Mills and Chris Lack( both from
Victoria) will keep the locals honest along with Simon Wallace from Griffith.
Production Sedan club member Rod Anderson was also excited at the upcoming
event. “In the Production Sedans we are working hard to build up to the National title.
We have formed a committee and are gathering sponsorship to run out event in
April. We believe this event with the Late Models at Leeton will wet the appetite of
local people to get onboard with our event later in the season and ensure that drivers
from as far away as the top of Western Australia enjoy their weekend in Leeton in
April. The bonus of course is getting to see the awesome Late Models on our track,
you would have never seen anything like it before, and you should make sure you
see it this time!”
Entry prices for race fans are set at $20 for an adult ticket, $50 for a family of two
adults and two kids aged 14 to 16, Seniors $15 and all kids under the age of 14 are
free.
Racing starts at 6pm with gates to the public opening at 4pm. For further information
you can contact Ron Watts on 0408837261 or Wayne Aylett on 040869682

Leeton Motor Sports Club couldn’t put an event on of this magnitude without the
support of a number of sponsors including the naming rights sponsor ‘Kurrajong
Shell Service Station’. Other sponsors include:
Ace Smash Repairs
Aylett Automotive
Mick Pettit Sheds
Harrison Produce
Harrison Bulk Transport
Meaghers Tarps
Step back Disco
Bonaire Aircons
FLT Transport
Narrandera Auto Wreckers
John Hillier
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